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Targeted engagement
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Identifying and evaluating  
options  
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Decision-makers need to be 
aware of how climate 
variability/change will manifest 
itself...

•Intense precipitation
•Shifts to timing of seasons
•Increased temperatures 
(seasonality)
•Droughts
•Wind events

...and how those climate 
hazards will translate into 
impacts and risks for the 
community

•Flooding
•Heat stress
•Degraded water quality
•Water shortages
•Ecosystem damage
•Human health
•Food supply

Increasing???
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May be a greater need for contingency planning and workforce, 

health and safety may arise owing to changes in working 

conditions and disease patterns.

Insurance and Investment Risk

Standard & Poor’s (S&P) is enhancing its ratings process for 

organizations (including municipalities) through an enterprise risk 

management (ERM) review – including environmental and 

weather risks.

.

Banks are beginning to integrate consideration of physical risks 

into lending and investment decision-making.



Legal Liability?

Are the effects of climate change ‘reasonably 

foreseeable’?
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Integrated

Impact

Vulnerability

Policy

Risk



What are the expected impacts of climate 

change on natural and human systems?
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+/- uses scenarios developed by experts;

+ impacts to natural systems;

+ presents different spatial and temporal scales.

-compounding uncertainty (downscaling);

-science heavy;

-intense computing resources and time.
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What is the risk (probability X consequences) associated 
with a specific climate change impact?

What are the greatest risks related to climate change?

+ recognizes residual risk;

+ prioritization and acceptable vs. managed;

-management comes next;

-technological solutions
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to Happen

Occasional 

Occurrence

Moderately 

Frequent
Occurs Often

Virtually 

Certain

Frequency/Probability

Extreme risk:  

Immediate controls 

required

High risk: High 

priority control 

measures required

Moderate risk:  

Some controls 

required 

Low risk: Controls 

not likely required

Negligible risk: 

Do not require further 

consideration

Bruce et al, 2009



To what degree is the system susceptible to or unable to 
cope with the effects of climate change?
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+ uses climate and non-climate 

stressors;

+ broad participation;

+ context specific vulnerabilities;

+ draws from experience;

-only an assessment;
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• Increase capacity to deal with climate impacts:
– Increase resilience

– economic diversification

– new institutional arrangements

• Identify “no-regrets” measures that reduce vulnerability and 
address other priorities:
– Sea level rise → ecosystem restoration

– Drought → alternative crops

– Heavy precipitation → permeability

– Habitat shifts → connectivity



Step 3: Estimate future scenarios for both climate and non-climate stressors

Step 4: Estimate future vulnerability

Step 5: Assess risks from climate change using Delphi Method

Step 2: Assess current vulnerability

Step 1:  Build team, engage experts and identify indicators

Step 7: Implementation of adaptive measures

Step 6: Develop risk reducing measures (adaptation measures)
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How effective are our policies, programs, and projects 

given a changing climate?  

Do our current policies increase or decrease vulnerability?
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+ can evaluate benefits to adaptive capacity;

+ helpful to identify how to enable adaptation;

-may focus solely on existing plans and not emerging 

issues;

-needs to advise necessary changes.



How will the adaptation measures we take today affect our 
future vulnerability?  

How will adaptation measures appropriate for our 
community affect other communities?  

How will adaptation measures affect the economy?
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+ considers economic, social and environmental aspects;

+ recognition of varied geographic and temporal needs;

+ recognizes complexity of adaptive responses.

- the need for multidisciplinary and multiple expertise.



Adapting to Climate Change and 
Climate Variability

Municipal Planner Engineers Municipality Specialists

CIP Engineers Canada, CSA
(PIEVC, IDF)

CSA, ICLEI, CAP, Bruce/Egener
(Case Studies, Guides,
Risk Management)

IBC, ICLR, TPH, HC

POLICY



…and many more
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Tools for 
Adaptation Action

Monitoring

Evaluation

Data Collection

Impact Modeling

Climate Models

Vulnerability Assessments

Risk Management

Issues and Team

Analyse  current 
climate threats 
and vulnerable 

areas

• Analyse  
climate data and 

models   

• Build adaptive  
capacity

• Assess climate 
change risk 

Implement risk 
reduction,

monitor and 
adjust 

Risk reduction 
method & plan 
development
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• Work in partnership

• Understand risks, thresholds and uncertainties and prioritize risks

• Frame and communicate SMART objectives (specific, measurable, 
achievable, results-oriented and time bound objectives)

• Manage climate and non-climate related risks using a balanced 
approach

• Address risks associated with today’s climate vulnerability and 
extremes

• Use adaptive management to cope with uncertainty

• Recognize the value of no/low regrets and win-win adaptation 
options

• Avoid actions that foreclose or limit future adaptations

• Review the continued effectiveness of adaptation decisions

Modified from UKCIP
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• Enable and encourage climate-sensitive 

decision-making;

• Sectors, businesses and fields of study 

need to be cognizant of climate-related 

risks and work toward mitigating those 

risks through the development of 

adaptive strategies;

• Tools exist to facilitate climate risk 

decision-making – risk management, 

vulnerability assessments, infrastructure 

climate risk protocol, etc;

• Continue to look for new science but 

exercise the precautionary principle.

Closing Comments
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Southeastern Ontario Conservation Authorities



There is a difference between coping and 
adapting...

Coping

• Short-term and immediate

• Oriented towards survival

• Not continuous

• Motivated by crisis, reactive

• Often degrades resource 
base

• Prompted by a lack of 
alternatives

• Ad-hoc

Adaptation

• Oriented towards longer 
term livelihoods and 
security

• A continuous process

• Results are sustained

• Uses resources efficiently 
and sustainably

• Involves planning

• Combines old and new 
strategies and knowledge

Daze et. al., 2009


